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Enliven
[ɪnˈlʌɪv(ə)n,ɛn]

1 make (something) more entertaining, interesting, or appealing
Brighten up, make more interesting, make more exciting, liven up, put some spirit
into, add colour to, wake up, give a lift|boost to, ginger up; improve, enhance, spice up,
vitalize, perk up, jazz up, pep up, zhoosh up.
2 make (someone) more cheerful or animated
Cheer up, brighten up, liven up, raise someone’s spirits, uplift, gladden, buoy up, make
lively, waken; hearten, stimulate, galvanize, fire, light a fire under, boost, rejuvenate,
animate, give life to, vivify, vitalize, revive, rouse, refresh; perk up, buck up, pep up.

shoes
The Ballet Rosa dancer is passionate about fashion both
inside and outside the dance studio. No matter where you
see her, her looks are streamlined, elegant, and sophisticated.
The Ballet Rosa ballet flat pairs with everything, carrying a
dancer from day to night, from rehearsal to performance.
Exclusively manufactured in Europe, design manifests in the
poetry of lace; practicality and sustainability are realized in
vegetable-tanned leather; playfulness is revealed in the sexy
colors of suede. Express yourself in the new, elegant, and
comfortable classic ballet flats collection by Ballet Rosa.

royale Suede Ballet Flat
Upper made of pure European leather. Using a unique process of fabrication, the Royale features
four stunning colors that will light up your day. | Vert Emeraude · Royal · Vieux Rose · Acier
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coupe

Water-resistant Lace Ballet Flat

Upper features Ballet Rosa’s exclusive water-resistant lace. Using a unique process of fabrication,
the Coupé is offered in two timeless colors. | Otter · Prunus.

Low cut ballet flat, featuring a prim, adjustable bow
that lends an unmistakable signature sophistication.
A dainty grosgrain trim provides a per fectly
poised finishing touch for this sleek Europeanmade ballet flat. Lining made of pure European
leather. Antibacterial padded insole and Neolite®
sole offer incomparable comfort and softness.

European – 36 · 37 · 38 · 39 · 40 | U.S.A. – 6 · 7 · 8 · 9 · 10

attitude

Vegetable-Tanned Leather Ballet Flat

Using a unique process of fabrication and tanning, the Attitude stands out for its sustainable old-world,
artisanal, vegetable-tanning process, free from harmful chemicals. | Cacao · Noir

bags &
accessories
Ballet Rosa is back with a luxurious dance bag collection that is the
perfect treat for dancers wanting to feel feminine and fabulous.
Our dance inspired lace bags are soft, elegant and feminine. They
can be vintage or sporty and are an essential touch to dance class
or work. We love the softness bamboo adds to your style and
everyone looks amazing carrying the new Ballet Rosa bamboo bag.
Finally, poetry takes place when it comes to our exclusive plush
floral bags that are so soft you’ll never want to put them down.
Designed to cater to dancers who want superior quality, beautiful
design and great functionality, there is something for everyone’s
personal style in this collection.

jete

15103

Accented by an exclusively designed lace motif, the Ballet Rosa logo tote is simple yet elegant. Made of
durable 100% cotton canvas and featuring a zip closure, this convenient bag works as a dance bag or as an allpurpose carry all. The interior features a removable bag for added organization, made of a magnificent golden
fabric adorned by a floral print and Ballet Rosa logo. | 100% Cotton | 46 x 38 x 9 cm | Ecru · Noir
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FouetTE

15105

Generously sized for the most dedicated of
dancers, the crescent shaped Fouetté tote
bag looks as beautiful in the studio as it does
on the street. The bag features two spacious
mesh interior pockets for pointe shoes or
other essentials and a snap closure that
makes for easy access to all your belongings.
Not to sacrifice functionality for elegance,
the bag’s exterior is made of a waterresistant lace so you can take the bag with
you everywhere. The interior is lined by Ballet
Rosa’s elegant golden logo fabric embellished
with roses. The exterior is ornamented by a
golden Ballet Rosa logo plate.
70% Poliamide 30% Spandex
57 x 45 x 9 cm
Noir · Prunus
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Tendu

15111

Protect your belongings with Ballet Rosa’s water-resistant lace shoulder bag. This sophisticated style will
transition seamlessly from dance class during the day to dinner after the perfomance at night. The metal
chain complements the streamlined vintage profile of this perfectly sized purse. The interior is lined with a
lustrous golden woven jacquard adorned with roses and the Ballet Rosa logo. Exterior features top zip closure
and a golden Ballet Rosa logo plate. | 70% Poliamide 30% Spandex | 34 x 26 x 3 cm | Prunus · Otter · Noir
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Adagio

15109

For the dancer on the go, the Adagio backpack is made of Ballet Rosa’s exclusive stretch bamboo, layered with
a simple and chic geometric textured design. Adjustable back straps are padded for extra comfort. The ample
interior space is lined with Ballet Rosa’s logo jacquard in a gleaming gold hue and includes two mesh pockets
for pointe shoes, water bottle, and other essentials. The bag is accented on the front with a fashionable golden
Ballet Rosa logo plate. | 95% Bamboo Viscose 5% Spandex | 30 x 30 x 12 cm | Noir

allegro

15107

A dance bag so sumptuously soft, you’ll never want to put it down. Black plush fabric backpack features a
delicate floral textured design. An interior mesh pocket is perfect for storing and drying pointe shoes after
wear. Larger than our Petit Allegro version, this backpack has ample interior space for all the necessities of the
advanced dancer, enriched by a golden jacquard lining with rose ornamentation. Zip closure and comfortable
plush adjustable back straps for easy carrying. Exquisitely finished with a golden Ballet Rosa logo plate.
100% Polyester | 38 x 30 x 12 cm | Noir
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15104
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Sissonne

15106

The practicality of a backpack combines with the refinement of lace, resulting in a perfectly stylish yet
functional dance bag. The Sissonne is made of Ballet Rosa’s exclusive water-resistant lace fabric and features
comfortable padded back straps decorated in lace. Two exterior side pockets with secure elastic are perfect
for pointe shoes, a small water bottle, or other essentials. The interior space is lined with a glamorous golden
fabric embellished with roses, and includes two additional mesh pockets for added organization. Exterior
adorned by a golden Ballet Rosa logo plate. | 70% Poliamide 30% Spandex | 39 x 30 x 10 cm | Prunus · Noir

releve

Effortlessly sweet and feminine,
the Relevé dance bag is the perfect
accessory for every aspiring young
dancer who dreams of tutus. The
exterior is lavishly decorated with
five layers of delicate lace cascading
down a perfectly sized tote. This
tutu-inspired bag is made complete
by a pointe shoe inspired satin ribbon
drawstring closure and pink satin
interior. Double shoulder straps are
made of soft lace, supple enough for
the youngest of dancers. Exterior is
enhanced with a small and elegant
golden Ballet Rosa logo plate.
85% Poliamide 15% Spandex
30 x 23 x 12 cm
Poudré
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15108

Petit Allegro

Sophistication meets charisma. An enchanting backpack made of the softest plush fabric, textured with a
subtle floral design. Features interior made of luxurious logo jacquard with mesh pockets for ballet shoes or
other essentials. Zip closure and adjustable plush back straps for added comfort. Smaller than our Allegro
backpack and sized perfectly for the young dancer, available in two sweet, soft tones. Silver metalware finish
with Ballet Rosa logo for added elegance. | 100% Polyester | 31 x 25 x 7 cm | Ciel · Rose

BriSe

17100

The perfect umbrella for all those who
love to dance in the rain. This traditional
full-sized umbrella features auto
open and a classic curved handle. The
feminine, water-resistant lace canopy of
Ballet Rosa’s signature umbrella adds a
romantic twist to any walk through the
rain. Snap closure is accented by a small
and elegant golden Ballet Rosa logo plate.
Made in Europe.
Ø 120 cm
Noir · Prunus · Otter · Blanc
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bamboo
Ballet Rosa continuously innovates and expands its offerings
of the Bamboo Collection to meet customers’ dynamic
design needs. The newest addition to the bamboo line of
high-performance dance products, the new lightweight
100% bamboo jersey, provides enhanced handfeel and an
outstanding natural stretch that moves with you. The new
color Bleu Prusse is simply superb, highlighting the moves
and the shapes of all dancers from studio to street.

kaguya
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An elegant, yet sporty cover-up, perfect to toss on over anything.
Ballet Rosa’s wide armhole tunic made of the new lightweight,
bamboo viscose. Loose fit and side slits for extra comfort.

rioko

Adult 36/38 · 40/42 | Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit · Taupe · Blanc

Pants | Taupe

michiko
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Ballet Rosa’s wide neck lightweight bamboo tunic, ideal for class and leisure time.
Features flirty off-the-shoulder ruffled neckline and side slits for extra comfort while
moving or dancing. A subtle tone-on-tone pointe shoe print graces the low back.
Adult 36/38 · 40/42 | Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit · Taupe · Blanc
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yume
The epitome of sophistication.
Ballet Rosa’s stunning bamboo
unitard, featuring an eye-catching
low back, beautiful boat neck, and
comfortable tank sleeves. Made
in the new exclusive lightweight
bamboo knit, this piece will keep
you as cool as you look.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42
Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit

yume
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The epitome of sophistication. Ballet Rosa’s stunning bamboo unitard, featuring
an eye-catching low back, beautiful boat neck, and comfortable tank sleeves. Made in the
new exclusive lightweight bamboo knit, this piece will keep you as cool as you look.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit

momo
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Nanou

ayana

Leggings | Nuit

Pants | Noir

As pretty as it is practical. Ballet Rosa’s wonderfully designed sweetheart neckline,
short sleeve shoulder wrap top, made of the new lightweight bamboo knit.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit · Taupe · Blanc

sakura
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New lightweight bamboo knit romper. Secure strapless top, flattering
waist gather, and chic ankle elastic create an effortless, loose fit.
Features a subtle tone-on-tone pointe shoe print on the back.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit

mai
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Nobu
Shots | Taupe

All new, fashionable wrap top for those who want a fresh spin on a classic. Ballet
Rosa’s double wrap top, made of the new lightweight bamboo knit, features an elegant
neckline, front princess seam detailing, and chic thumbholes for a modern look.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Bleu Prusse · Nuit · Taupe · Cacao

Nanou
Leggings | Noir
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toshimi
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V-neck stretch bamboo half sleeve dress, featuring a generous center
pinch, empire cut bust panel and side slits for greater movement.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Nuit · Cacao · Rose

Mika

Faye
V-neck stretch bamboo ¾ sleeve mock wrap dress. Elegant
and silky, featuring flattering side slits for greater movement.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Nuit · Cacao · Blanc
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Flat front comfortable waist stretch bamboo leggings that
feel like a second skin, easy fit, light and gentle to wear.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44 | Noir · Taupe · Nuit · Cacao

Ryoko

miyuki
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Easy to wear, gorgeous fitted stretch bamboo pants with elastic
waistband and tight ankle. Soft, flowy fabric allows for your every move!
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44 | Noir · Taupe · Nuit · Cacao

Beautiful, cozy stretch bamboo pants for in class or on the go, with attached classic
ballet cut skirt, easy fit elastic waistband, and tight fitting ankle. Ideal for teachers too!
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44 | Noir · Taupe · Nuit · Cacao

ayana

sayaka
Classic, stretch bamboo wrap
top, ideal for in class or on the go.
Flattering V-front, beautiful
long sleeves, and a longer length
create an elegant ballet look that is
gorgeous on every figure.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42
Noir · Taupe · Nuit · Blanc
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Nanou
Ankle length, flat front
comfortable waist stretch
bamboo leggings that feel
like a second skin, easy fit,
light and gentle to wear.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44
Noir · Taupe · Nuit · Cacao

Our wicking, adjustable-hem stretch bamboo pants combine sophisticated styling with a fabric so incredibly
soft, you’ll never want to take them off. Features a comfortable flat front waistband with drawstring.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 · 44 | Noir · Taupe · Nuit · Cacao

hoshi

nobu
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This gorgeous, wear-it-everywhere long sleeve, boat neck cover-up is your new
favorite shirt! Sweet and neat, classical and exceptionally comfortable to wear.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Nuit · Blanc · Taupe

Exquisitely soft shorts perfect for movement, featuring a comfortable,
broad waistband with drawstring. Ideal to wear in between classes.
Adult 36 · 38 · 40 · 42 | Noir · Nuit · Blanc · Taupe
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Stretch Bamboo
Lightweight Bamboo
Stretch Bamboo

Model Dancers - New York
Erica Lall / Jamie Kopit / Rachel Richardson
Corps de Ballet - American Ballet Theatre
Model Dancers - Lisbon
Africa Sobrino / Andreia Mota
Leonor de Jesus / Tatiana Grenkova
Corps de Ballet - Companhia Nacional de Bailado

Lightweight Bamboo

Artistic Director - New York
Victoria Lyman

wash and care
Stretch Bamboo

90% Bamboo Rayon • 10% Elastane

Lightweight Bamboo

100% Bamboo Rayon

Artistic Director - Lisbon
Filipa Rola former Principal
Companhia Nacional de Bailado

Headquarters Rua da Devesa s/n
S. Martinho de Candoso
4835-377 Guimarães • Portugal
Phone +351 253 519 143
Fax +351 253 416 828
info@balletrosa.com

Size conversion
36

XS

38

S

40

M

42

L

44

XL

Keeping your Ballet Rosa products in good shape depends solely on
your care. Each material has different quality standards. We suggest
you respect the wash care labels and the following care instructions.
Hand wash in cold water · Use mild detergent
Do not iron · Do not tumble dry · Allow to dry flat
Attention: intense sweating combined with the high temperature
of the body over long periods could have negative effects
and cause discoloration.

Ballet Rosa USA
usa.balletrosa@gmail.com

Makeup Design
Elodie Fiúza
Photography - New York
Rui Aguiar
Photography - Lisbon
Vera Aguiar
Photography - Bags & Accessories
Miguel Cunha
Graphic Design
Qoob Design Studio

balletrosa.com

